
Requirements on:

documentation

on

schemas structureUC10

best practices for
schemas

UC10

term / concept statusUC07

throughbetter metadata

UC02

on SR used in the
dataset

UC01

on open toolsUC14

training &
dissemination

on open toolsUC14

on semantics

UC14

UC18

OWL formal logic, open
world, reasoning

UC18

standards and best
practices to represent
and exchange sem res

UC16

on merging ontologiesUC06

on issues related to
collaboration, eg

intellectual property
UC06

case studies & shared
experiences

UC14

UC19

on the value of
vocabulary , that paying

for this is worthwhile
UC19

metadata (of
datasets)

Should always include
the SR used in a dataset

UC01

should be automatically
generated, as much as

possible
UC01

formats

for annotating text
element with ontology

concepts
UC04

for storing soil data
according to existing

international
requirements, eg

INSPIRE

UC12

resources
(schemas, value

lists)

extend coverage, e.g.

socio-economic objectsUC09

pestsUC09

plant diseaseUC09

livestockUC09

grazing activitiesUC09

data/resource typeUC01

should be accessible on
the web

for instanceICASAUC10

UC05

that are more easily
usable

for instance

FoodiesUC10

AgroRDFUC10

with derefenceable
URIs

UC10

thanks to improved
metadata

UC02

by being more
structured and more

formal (non hierarchical
relations needed)

UC17

used as reference for
application ontologies

to map to

UC17

UC03

Better support for some
useful resources

UC18

tools and services for

discovering SRs
should be simple

enough to be used by
non ontologists

UC17

editing SRs

available in the cloud

UC11

UC3

as a public
infrastructure

UC3

respecting best
practices of open,
linked, fair data

UC11

with easy joint
management and

maintenance
UC16

continuity of support to
tools is needed

UC04

with mapping
functionalities

UC03

editing thesauri (flat/
hierarchical vocs)

manipulate structure
(eg from flat list to

hierarchy)
UC3

perform bulk edits UC3

check quality of
structure and content

UC3

support to maintain
relations between

words
UC13

support to maintain
groups of concepts

(categories)
UC13

reuse linguistic
component in specific

thesaurus
UC06

editing ontologies

user-friendly,
supporting easy

interaction between
ontology engineers and

domain experts

UC04

UC05

supporting
transformation

betwenn formats, eg.
OBO-OWL

UC04

UC16

alignment/
mapping creation
and maintenance

included in SR editing
environments

UC03

included in SR
repositories

UC08

support collaborative
evaluation of mapping

between ontologies
(crowdsourcing)

UC01

UC04

UC08

Create documentation
of mapping provenance:
process and evaluation

UC04

with improved quality

by exploiting semantic
resources metadata

UC02

by integrating state-of-
the-art algorithms

UC08

alignment
harvesting and

discovering

UC08

that provide metadata
and provenance info on

mappings
UC08

discovery services that
deal with large data

and SPARQL endpoints
UC15

"term spider" to extract
large number of

equivalences on which
to do data mining

UC18

consuming
ontologies and

vocs

Applications consuming
ontologies/vocabularies

should be able to
support their evolution,
and inform users of the

evolution

UC07

keep ontologies and
their underlying

terminologies aligned
UC07

prevent ontology
overload

UC07

easily in software tools
with GUIs that allow to

annotate data using
them

UC16

UC20

search for dataset by
the SR used in it

through metadata
automatically

generated
UC01

fine semantic search
using concept

attributes
UC04

transforming and
harmonizing datasets
into required formats

according to given data
dictionaries

maintain
transformation through

evolution of datasets
UC09

that are applicable on
(very) large datasets

UC09

RDFizing datasets

from CSV to RDF UC10

in a reproduceable
manner

UC10

publishing data
according to

appropriate, normative,
semantic models

(INSPIRE)

tools should be publicly
available

UC12

Tool should respect
both the prescribed
information scheme

and the semantic
standards and

recommendations

UC12

general use case
purposes

integrate/aggregate/
search across data from

multiple sources

UC01

UC04

UC05

UC07

UC09

UC10

UC12

UC14

UC15

UC16

UC17

UC20

reason on data

UC07

UC11

Improve semantic
resource

discoverability,
reachability, and

alignment

UC02

UC08

UC13

UC06

Improve SR
maintenance

UC03

Improve adoption of
semantics across

organization

UC18

UC19
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